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IN MY VIEW

In many areas of the globe today, the title ‘neighbor’ is worn
with pride. A neighbor, a neighborhood, a community, a
village – each emblematic of the strength, sense of pride and
solidarity that one experiences through participation in the
network. From the villages of rural Africa and India to the
streets of middle America, the term still connotes an
interconnection to peers and the community, people on
whom one can call for support, assistance, or simple
conversation – an extension of the individual and the family.
In rural West Africa for instance, all life stems from
community interaction. The greatest punishment an
individual experiences is alienation from his fellows; so
dependent are they on one another for physical, emotional,
and spiritual support. In many parts of America, similar
mores apply.

What then, happens when the core areas of existence –
these networks of neighbors and communities from which
we derive our identities and sense of community – expand to
allow us to experience and participate in events that happen
on the other side of the globe? What then, happens to our
concepts of neighbor, neighborhood, and community? How
does one participate in the global community as a ‘world
neighbor’?

World Neighbors founder Dr. John Peters grappled with
similar issues. In 1951, the world was reeling from the
effects of World War II, the destruction and devastation
overwhelming and incomprehensible to many. As a military
chaplain who had narrowly escaped death himself while
serving in the Philippines, Dr. Peters was convinced that he
must do something to help rectify the inequity he had
witnessed in the world. He was certain that as his ‘brother’s
brother,’ he – and by extension, the global community – had
some inescapable obligations. He asserted that each ‘had to
respect the other’s difference, esteem his dignity and do
everything he could to help him help himself.’  

In a sermon to the congregation he served in 1951, Dr.
Peters suggested a program of self-help, one ‘humbly
administered, recognizing that what men need and want are
not always what we think they need and want. This must be a
cooperative enterprise – a sharing rather than a giving.’ His
sermon made such an impact that many stayed after the
service, offering funds to help him create just such an
organization. In 1952, World Neighbors was incorporated as
a non-profit organization.

World Neighbors’ first program was in India. ‘From my
first on-site visit to this drought-stricken area, the need had
been overwhelmingly evident. With the missionary who

invited me, I had walked through the villages which, though
inhabited, seemed like ghost towns,’ wrote Dr. Peters (1976).
‘Food for work became the incentive for needed roads, wells
and reforestation. Youth clubs wrought local miracles in
village projects and village sanitation. Visiting nurses
brought better health and nutrition. Revolving loans made
possible better livestock and productive crafts.’ Programs
such as these were eventually established in more than 45
countries in Asia, Africa and Latin America. Over the years,
World Neighbors programs have served more than 25
million people and become a model for grassroots
community self-help organizations worldwide.

When the events of September 11, 2002 transpired, the
consciousness of many Americans awoke to the reality that
we are living in an interconnected global neighborhood.
Fortunately, World Neighbors had over 50 years of history,
successful relationships and a worldwide network of
program participants, partners, staff and donors – our
neighbors – to draw from when questions of global
citizenship and participation arose. The response of our
partners was inspiring. South Asia Area Representative
Jagdish Ghimire, shared our grief when he wrote, ‘I don’t
have the words to describe how we feel. We pray for peace to
the departed souls, recovery to the injured, and courage and
strength to bear the loss to those who have lost their friends
and relatives. I am sure it will have impact in the world and
each of us will have his or her share in it. Hope that truth,
justice and peace prevail in the world!’ 

To our supporters, who remain incredibly steadfast though
tumultuous times, we offer humble gratitude for their ability
to see the ‘big picture,’ as we work together to build
sustainable communities all over the world. 

With the children and families who ‘See the World at
World Neighbors’ each day, we share our experience of
partnership, solidarity, and hope – themes that the news
media does not depict. We explain that the vast majority of
the people in the world want the same fundamental things
that we do – to have enough to eat, a safe place to sleep, and
the grace to see their families grow up to be healthy, strong
and productive.

To those who would travel with us to the remote villages
of Asia, Africa, and Latin America to meet our program
participants and hear first-hand the changes they have
endeavored to bring about in their lives, we offer the promise
that they will not be disappointed with what they see and
hear. They will come home changed – as better neighbors. 

‘World Neighbors’ in the 21st Century; partnering
for change

Kellye O’Bryan describes the work of ‘World Neighbors’, an organisation which began in the US in the 1950s,
and reflects on the significance today of its approach to living in ‘an interconnected global neighbourhoood’. 
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To our program participants, we vow to remain steadfast,
to adhere to the axiom Dr. Peters espoused, ‘each person can
make a difference... and together we can do those things that
we can’t seem to do separately.’  We are committed, we are
partners, and we will do all we can to help them meet their
own basic needs. 

The movement that began in a church half a century ago
continues to grow, supported by men and women who share
the vision of a world where the inherent dignity of all people
is affirmed and where men and women have the ability to
meet their own basic needs. More than ever, we are inspired
and challenged by Dr. Peters’ vision. As he so eloquently

articulated, ‘Let no man say, then, ‘why don’t ‘they’ do
something?’ There is no ‘they.’ There is just us – you and me
– free men and women, responsible individuals.’ He knew
what it meant to be a ‘world neighbor.’ 
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Corpses rot as relatives fight for Bride Price

Drama ensued in Amagoro B Zone in Tororo-Uganda,
when one Margaret Athieno died and her father
Domitario Ochwo Elado stopped Athieno’s husband from
burying the body because he had not paid Bride Price
when he married her ... In a related incident, mourners in
Kisera Zone in Mifumi village were shocked when the
body of one Achieng was left to decompose after her
relatives stopped the burial, demanding dowry. She had
been married for five years. (The Monitor, Thursday 20
September, 2001)

Bride Price, dowry and other marriage gifts form an
essential element of marriage in Uganda and in many
countries around the world. Under tradition and culture,
Bride Price was originally a token of appreciation to the
bride’s parents for raising her and compensation for the loss
of her labour. Today we question, ‘Has Bride Price in its
current form retained its original values?’ In many parts of
the world, women are literally bought and sold through the
institution of Bride Price. 

To understand how Bride Price contributes to the total
subordination and dehumanisation of women, we need to
look at it for the slave-like practice that it has become.
Our work with women and girls in Tororo, Uganda has
unmasked the way Bride Price reduces women to the
status of property, at the complete mercy of men who
have the liberty to demand sex, to physically and sexually
abuse their wives, to marry other women, to inherit the
widow of a dead brother and to force young girls (often
made to leave primary school at age 12 or 13) to get
married because virgins fetch a higher price.

Should a husband fail to pay the Price for his wife, the
girl or woman is pulled out of that marriage and forced

into another and another, until an honourable suitor pays
up. The culture is such that upon divorce or separation,
the woman must refund the cows to her husband even
after 10 or 15 years of marriage. Her father received the
Price but she must pay it back. Usually she cannot,
because she owns no property and her parents are too
poor or long dead. She therefore cannot even go back to
her father’s house since he cannot afford to buy her back
– a woman has no home in this setting!

The practice of Bride Price is a gross violation of
human rights and exposes women and girls to violence
and abuse. It subordinates women, objectifies them,
commercialises marriage and threatens women’s physical
and mental health. It has far reaching health, economic,
social, human rights and legal impacts. The international
community has recognised it as a form of slavery, a
violation of the fundamental rights of liberty, equality and
non-discrimination and calls for states to abolish it. Bride
Price has outlived its usefulness.

The Mifumi Project in Uganda and Promote Mifumi
Project (PROMPT) in the UK have said enough is
enough. On the 22 December 2001, these North-South
partners championed the first ever referendum held in
Uganda on a social and human rights issue. Funded by the
Foreign and Commonwealth Human Rights Fund, the
campaign led to a majority vote for the reform of Bride
Price. This joint work has recognised the need for poor,
oppressed and marginalised people to be empowered and
to choose their own path to development. We are now
pushing for a change in the law and any appeals on our
behalf to the Constitutional Review Commission in
Uganda are most welcome.

The Bride Price culture and human rights

Evelyn Okoth discusses human rights abuses brought about by the custom of Bride Price and describes a North-
South partnership which is challenging this culture in Uganda and working to raise awareness of the broader issue
of violence against women among students and community groups in the UK. 




